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New Arrival Subscription Extension
The extension of Magento with “New Arrival Subscription” has come with many
more benefits for the online eCommerce store owners. It is almost imperative to
promote through a notification to the customers about any new launch of a product in
the form of an email.
With the help of this extension, it is possible to automatically send the emails to the
customers in automotive mode. Once this extension is installed, the extension link
will be visible on the footer and the customers, who have subscribed to your
eCommerce store, will get a notification through an email as and when a new
product is launched.
How will "New Arrival Subscription" Extension work?
The customer has a navigation choice on the home page of header/footer and side
panels for new arrival subscription. The customer can able to subscribe from front end
regarding particular category from all the listed categories of the website and then
When a product is assigned to a particular category and saved by the admin, it
automatically turns out to be auto-subscription. For this, the user will get an email
notification that the particular product is created under his/her subscribed category.
The admin will be able to manage the subscription from the Magento backend.
Overview:


Keep your customers informed and updated with latest and new arrivals of their
favorite products.



The “New Arrival Subscription" extension for Magento presents a streamlined
and simplified manner of displaying newly added products. It offers your
customers a manageable way to exhibit the latest products on your website.

Extension Features:


Navigation choices on the home page on header/footer and side panels.



Uninterrupted integration with CMS blocks.



Simple to set up, copy and run.



The exact duration of the display can be decided.



Fast enabling/disabling options based on your choice.



Extensive admin back-end management.



Help toolbar for product listing pages.



For automatic criteria recognition icons of products are placed on top.



Select the on-page location of the add-on.



Applicable to the unlimited number of products.

Advantages of New Arrival Subscriptions Extension:






Customers will get notification regarding the new arrival products.
Effortless to find common products.
Product icon help in intuitive criteria recognition.
Uncomplicated Navigation and checkout.
Instant solutions to the problems.

Need Support from us? :
You can avail our support services for a limited period through Marketplace between
9:30 am to 6:30 pm (IST) from Monday to Friday. You can also get in touch with on
+1.404.641.9041. Your every query in respect of pre-purchase issue will be answered
and complied with fully through an email on hello@i-verve.com by a professional
team of technicians.
Release Notes:




Version number: 0.2.0
Stability: Stable
Compatibility: 1.8, 1.8.1, 1.9

THANK YOU!!

